Digraphs H for which the list homomorphism problem with template H (LHOM(H)) is in logspace (L) was characterized by Egri et al. (SODA 2014): LHOM(H) is in L if and only if H does not contain a circular N.
Introduction
Given two digraphs G and H, a homomorphism ϕ : G → H is a mapping ϕ : V (G) → V (H) such that uv ∈ A(G) implies that ϕ(u)ϕ(v) ∈ A(H), where A(G) denotes the arc set of G. The corresponding algorithmic problem Digraph Homomorphism asks if G has a homomorphism to H. For example, it is easy to see that G has a homomorphism into the clique K c if and only if G is c-colorable. Instead of digraphs, one can consider homomorphism problems in the more general context of relational structures. Feder and Vardi [7] observed that the standard framework for the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) can be formulated as homomorphism problems for relational structures. In fact, they showed that every such problem is equivalent to a Digraph Homomorphism problem, hence Digraph Homomorphism is as expressive as the CSP in general.
The expressive power of Digraph Homomorphism can be increased by introducing lists. Given digraphs G and H and a list L(v) ⊆ V (H) for each v ∈ V (G), a list homomorphism ϕ from G to H is a homomorphism from G to H such that ϕ(v) ∈ L(v) for each v ∈ V (G). The List Homomorphism problem with template H (LHOM(H)) is the following algorithmic problem. Given tree inputs. 4 For the sake of completeness, Appendix A contains both an inductive construction and an "explicit" characterization of oriented paths that contain no Z 6 or fuzzy N as an induced subgraph.
We summarize the main results of this paper in Theorem 1.1. Note that some parts of this theorem come from [4] , as explained below. Theorem 1.1. Let T be an oriented tree. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. T contains no induced subgraph that is a Z 6 or a fuzzy N; 2. T can be constructed inductively as in Definition 3.1;
T contains no circular N;
4. T admits a chain of conservative Hagemann-Mitschke polymorphisms of length 3;
5.
T admits a chain of conservative Hagemann-Mitschke polymorphisms of length n, for some n ≥ 1.
If the above conditions hold, then LHOM(T) is in L.
Otherwise LHOM(T) is NL-hard.
The outline of the proof of this theorem is the following: 5
• (1) ⇒ (2) is the content of Lemma 3.9.
• (2) ⇒ (4) is the content of Lemma 6.2.
• (4) ⇒ (5) is trivial.
• (5) ⇒ (3) is by [4] .
• (3) ⇒ (1) is the content of Lemma 5.3.
It is shown in [4] that if T contains no circular N then LHOM(T ) is in L, and otherwise LHOM(T ) is NL-hard. However, as discussed above, the merit of the logspace algorithm in this paper is its simple inductive nature.
Preliminaries 2.1 Digraphs and related concepts
Let G be a digraph. (All digraphs in this paper are finite.) An arc of G from vertex a to vertex b is denoted by ab. We call a and b the endpoints of ab. If we want to be more specific, we call a the tail and b the head of ab. If v ∈ V (G) we call u an inneighbour (outneighbours) of v if uv ∈ A(G) (vu ∈ A(G)). The indegree (outdegree) of a vertex is the number of its inneighbours (outneighbours). A digraph G is connected if the undirected graph obtained from G by replacing arcs with undirected edges (the underlying undirected graph) is connected. For a disconnected digraph G, a component of G is a maximal subgraph that is connected. 4 Note that O(|V (T )| 8 ) is the running time of the straightforward implementation of the recognition algorithm (in [4] ) when inputs are assumed to be oriented trees. We also note that this algorithm runs faster on trees than on general digraphs. We made no attempt to improve the running time of this algorithm. See Appendix A. 5 In Appendix B, we give direct proofs that (2) ⇒ (1) and (1) ⇒ (3), and we also give a not direct but short proof that (4) ⇒ (1).
If V (G) can be partitioned into non-empty sets called vertex levels L 0 , . . . , L n such that for each arc ab, a ∈ L i and b ∈ L i+1 for some i < n, then we call G leveled. Observe that if a connected digraph is leveled, then the partition L 0 , . . . , L n is unique. We call L 0 the bottom vertex level and L n the top vertex level. For a vertex v ∈ V , we say that v is in the bottom (top) level if v ∈ L 0 (v ∈ L n ). Given a vertex v of G, we use (v) to denote the index such that v ∈ L (v) . For 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 , we denote the set of arcs of G with one endpoint in L i and the other one in L i+1 with L i . We call L i the i-th arc level of G. We define bottom and top arc levels in the natural way. If we need to be explicit, we write L G i (L G i ) instead of L i (L i ) to mean the i-th vertex (arc) level of digraph G. Note that we can think of L i as a digraph, and we will often do so without explicitly mentioning. Also note that if u is a vertex in L i or L i+1 such that u is not the endpoint of an arc in L i then u does not belong to the digraph L i . Given an arc a of G, we use (a) to denote the index such that a ∈ L (a) . (Note that using for both vertex and arc levels will cause no confusion.)
Given a digraph G, r(G) denotes the digraph obtained from G by replacing every arc ab with ba. An oriented walk W is a sequence of vertices a 1 a 2 . . . a m , where precisely one of a i a i+1 or a i+1 a i is an arc. Arc a i a i+1 is called a forward arc, and a i+1 a i a backward arc. Let W = a 1 a 2 . . . a m be an oriented walk. An oriented path is a simple oriented walk, i.e., each vertex in the walk appears only once. Suppose that e is an arc of W with endpoints a j and a j+1 , and e is an arc of W with endpoints a k−1 and a k (note that both e or e could be backward or forward). Then W (a j , a k ) (a walk from vertex a j to a k ), W (e, a k ) (a walk from arc e to vertex a k ), W (a j , e ) (a walk from a vertex a j to arc e ) and W (e, e ) (a walk from arc e to arc e ) all denote the subwalk a j a j+1 . . . a k of W . For an oriented path W = a 1 a 2 . . . a m , there is a natural total order on its vertices, i.e., a i a j if and only if i ≤ j. This order helps us refer to parts of W : the first and last vertices of W are a 1 and a n , respectively. A vertex a i of W is before (after ) a j if i j (j i). We usē W to denote the path that is isomorphic to W , but the order associated with the path is reversed, i.e.,W = a m a m−1 . . . a 1 . If P = a 1 . . . a n and Q = b 1 . . . b m are two oriented paths, then P Q is the concatenation of P and Q, i.e., the oriented path P = a 1 . . . a n b 2 . . . b m , where we identify the last vertex of P , a n , and the first vertex of Q, b 1 (i.e., the arc on vertices a n and b 2 is a n b 2 if b 1 b 2 is an arc of Q, and it is b 2 a n if b 2 b 1 is an arc of Q). The height of an oriented walk W , denoted by height(W ), is the number of different vertex levels in which W contains at least one vertex minus 1. If (a 1 ) < (a n ), then we say W is an upward walk, and if (a 1 ) > (a n ), then we say that P is a downward walk. (When (a 1 ) = (a n ), the walk is neither upward nor downward.) The net length of an oriented path is the number of forward arcs minus the number of backward arcs in the walk, and it is denoted by net(W ).
An oriented tree is a digraph such that the underlying undirected graph is a tree. Observe that an oriented tree T is always leveled. Furthermore, let a be a vertex or an arc of T , and let b also be a vertex or an arc of T . Then observe that since T is a tree, the oriented path P (a, b) is unique.
In what follows, when we say that digraph X is of the form Y , where Y is digraph, we mean that there is an isomorphism between X and Y . Similarly, saying that digraph X is a Y means X is isomorphic to Y . Definition 2.1. Z s i , where 1 ≤ i and s ∈ {f = 0, f = 1, l = 0, l = 1}, is used to denote oriented paths of the following form. Z s i is of the form a 1 . . . a i , where if a j a j+1 is a forward (backward) arc, then a j+1 a j+2 is a backward (forward arc) arc. Observe that it is always the case that height(Z s i ) = 1, and therefore Z s i has two vertex levels, a bottom level L 0 and a top level L 1 . The superscripts f = 0 and f = 1 stand for the first vertex a 1 being in L 0 and L 1 , respectively. Similarly, the superscripts l = 0 and l = 1 stand for the last vertex a i being in L 0 and L 1 , respectively. Z i stands for either Z
can be seen in Figure 1 .
We say that H admits an HM-chain f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f k if each f i is a polymorphism of H.
A structural characterization
In this section, we define an inductive construction of oriented trees, and show that oriented trees that can be constructed this way are precisely the oriented trees that do not contain a Z 6 or fuzzy N as an induced subgraph (Theorem 3.2).
Definition 3.1 (Inductive construction). Let T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n be oriented trees. (v i ) with out-degree (in-degree) greater than 0.
The up-join (down-join) of T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n is the oriented tree obtained by taking the disjoint union of T i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and adding all arcs
An example of this construction is given in Figure 1 . We call T 0 the central tree, v 0 the central vertex, and v i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the join vertices. When we specify a list of trees and we take their up-join (down-join) the first tree in the list is always meant to be the central tree.
If G is an oriented tree with a single vertex, we say that G is constructible. Inductively, if T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n are constructible, then their up-join and down-join (for some central and join vertices satisfying the conditions above) are also constructible.
The main structural result of this section is the following theorem. Theorem 3.2. An oriented tree is constructible if and only if T contains neither Z 6 , nor a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph.
We need the following lemma a number of times to prove the existence of fuzzy N's. Lemma 3.3. Let P be an oriented path. Then P contains vertices b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 with the following properties:
Proof. Suppose that P contains vertices b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 with the above properties. Suppose that there is a path Q among P (b 1 , t 1 ),P (b 2 , t 1 ) or P (b 2 , t 2 ) such that Q contains vertices b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 with same properties as b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 in P , respectively. Then we work with Q instead of P . Repeating this argument sufficiently many times, we can assume without loss of generality that each arc level of each subpath P (b 1 , t 1 ),P (b 2 , t 1 ) and P (b 2 , t 2 ) of P contains only one component of the given subpath. Since in addition, none of P (b 1 , t 1 ),P (b 2 , t 1 ) and P (b 2 , t 2 ) contain Z 6 as an induced subgraph, each of P (b 1 , t 1 ),P (b 2 , t 1 ) and P (b 2 , t 2 ) satisfies the 3 conditions in Definition 2.2. Therefore these subpaths are fuzzy. By throwing away unnecessary vertices, we can also assume that b 1 and t 2 are the only vertices of P (b 1 , t 1 ) and P (b 2 , t 2 ) in L x and L y , respectively. Now it is easy to see that P (b 1 , t 2 ) is a fuzzy N: let t 1 be the first vertex of P (b 1 , t 1 ) in L y , and let t 1 the last vertex ofP (b 2 , t 1 ) in L y . Let T = P (t 1 , t 1 ). Similarly, let b 2 the first vertex ofP (b 2 , t 1 ) in L x , and let b 2 be the last vertex of
The converse is straightforward.
Lemma 3.4. Let P be an oriented path containing no Z 6 or fuzzy N as induced subgraphs. If the first vertex of P is in the bottom level of P , and the last vertex of P is in the top level of P , then P is a fuzzy path.
Proof. Let the first and last vertices of P be s and t, respectively. Assume for contradiction that P contains a vertex t 1 before a vertex b 2 such that (
Since (s) ≤ (b 2 ) and (t 1 ) ≤ (t), we can find b 1 (before t 1 and t 2 (after b 2 ) such that b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.3, and therefore P contains a fuzzy N as induced subgraph, a contradiction. Therefore if P = a 1 . . . a n , then for any i < j, (a i ) ≤ (a j ) + 1. Since P does not contain Z 6 as an induced subgraph, we conclude that P must be fuzzy.
Lemma 3.5 is the main technical result used in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Lemma 3.5. Let T be an oriented tree. Assume that T does not contain a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph. Then there is an arc level L of T that contains at most one component.
Proof. In this proof, L i and L i always refer to vertex and arc levels of T , respectively. Similarly, the function (·) gives the index of the vertex level or arc level of a vertex or arc of T , respectively. Choose two arbitrary vertices b ∈ L 0 and t ∈ L height(T ) . Let S denote the (unique) path P (b, t). Path S is fixed for the rest of the proof. By Lemma 3.4, S is a fuzzy. Since S is a fuzzy path, there is a component C i of the digraph L i (for all 0 ≤ i ≤ height(T )), such that all arcs of S in L i belong to the component C i . We say that an arc d ∈ A(T ) in L i is separated from S if d does not belong to C i . We can assume that there is a separated arc in L i for each 0 ≤ i ≤ height(T ) − 1, because otherwise we would have the desired property stated in the lemma. We use the existence of these separated arcs to obtain a contradiction.
We will inductively fix a sequence of paths F 0 , . . . , F q in T . For each 0 ≤ i ≤ q, A i will denote the set of arcs of F i that are separated from S. To define F 0 , we find a separated arc a 0 in L 0 , and let F 0 be the unique oriented path from t (recall that t is the last vertex of S in L n ) to a 0 . Let c 0 be the last common vertex of S and F 0 , and a 0 be the first separated arc of
Assuming that F 0 , . . . , F i−1 have been defined, we define F i inductively as follows. If for each 0 ≤ j ≤ height(T ) − 1, there is an index j , such that L j ∩ A j = ∅, that is, for each arc level of T , some A j contains a separated arc of that arc level, then we set q = i − 1, and the construction of the paths F 0 , . . . , F q is completed. Otherwise, let m be minimum such that there is no (separated) arc in A 0 ∪ · · · ∪ A i−1 that is in L m , and let a i be a separated arc of T in L m . Let F i be the unique oriented path from t to a i . Let c i be the last common vertex of S and F i , and a i be the first separated arc of Proof. We show first that F 0 is fuzzy. Since a 0 = u 0 v 0 is the first separated arc of F 0 in L 0 , the last vertex of F 0 is u 0 , and therefore it is in L 0 . To see this, assume for contradiction that the last vertex of F 0 is v 0 (in L 1 ). Suppose the arc of F 0 before a 0 is u 0 w 0 for some w 0 (since u 0 is in L 0 , it has no inneighbours; u 0 w 0 is not an arc of S, because if it was, then u 0 v 0 would not be separated). Since a 0 is the first separated arc of F 0 , u 0 w 0 cannot be separated. But that is not possible, because arcs u 0 v 0 and u 0 w 0 have the same starting vertex, so they are in the same component of L 0 .
Since u 0 ∈ L 0 and t ∈ L n , P (u 0 , t) is fuzzy by Lemma 3.4. Since F 0 is a subpath of P (u 0 , t), F 0 is also a fuzzy path.
Recall that a i is the first separated arc of
, so a i is either in the top or the bottom arc level of F i . Suppose not. Then there are arcs e ∈ L j and e ∈ L j of F i such that j > (a i ) and j < (a i ). Therefore F i (e, e ) contains an arc f in L (a i ) , and clearly, f is separated. This would contradict that a i is the first arc of
Suppose that a i = uv is in the bottom arc level of F i . Recall that a i is the first separated arc of F i (c i , a i ). Assume first that a i is the only arc of F i in L (a i ) . Then the last vertex of F i is u, and u is also the only vertex of F i in the bottom vertex level of F i . Therefore (c i ) > (u) (recall that c i is the only common vertex of S and F i ), and since S is fuzzy, u is in the bottom vertex level also of P (u, t) (but it is possible that P (u, t) contains other vertices in its bottom vertex level). Since vertex u is in the bottom vertex level of P (u, t), and vertex t is in its top level, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that P (u, t) is fuzzy. Since F i is a subpath of P (u, t), F i must also be fuzzy.
Assume therefore that a i is not the only arc of F i in L (a i ) . Let e be the first non-separated arc of F i in L (a i ) . Such an arc can be only the first arc of F i , and therefore one of the endpoints of e is c i . If c i is the head of e, then since S is fuzzy, all vertices of the subpath P (c i , t) of S are in a vertex level L k , where k ≥ (u). That is u is in the bottom vertex level of P (u, t). So as above, P (u, t) must be fuzzy, and therefore F i is fuzzy. (However, if F i is fuzzy and e and a i are in the same arc level, then P (e, a i ) is a Z, and therefore since e is not separated, a i cannot be separated either. Therefore such an F i cannot exist.)
If c i is the tail of e, then let d be the vertex of P (c i , t) after c i . The arc on vertices c i and d must be a forward arc c i d, since otherwise e would be separated. Since d ∈ L (u)+1 and S is fuzzy, all vertices of P (c i , t) are in a vertex level L k , where k ≥ (u), and we proceed as above.
If a i is in the top level of F i , then a similar argument works using P (s, v) instead of P (u, t).
Claim 2. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ q, F i is either a downward or an upward (fuzzy) path.
Proof. Assume that F i = w 0 w 1 . . . w n (note that w 0 = c i ). Suppose for contradiction that (w 0 ) = (w n ). This implies that F i must have at least two arcs. Since F i is fuzzy, it must be that height(F i ) ≤ 2, because if the height is more than 2, it is not possible that (w 0 ) = (w n ). If height(F i ) = 1, then the last two arcs of F i are either w n−1 w n−2 and w n−1 w n , or w n−2 w n−1 and w n w n−1 . In both cases, if the last arc of F i is separated, then so is the second last arc. This contradicts the definition of F i , namely, that its last arc is the first separated arc in that arc level. If height(F i ) = 2, then it still must be that the last two arcs of F i are either w n−1 w n−2 and w n−1 w n , or w n−2 w n−1 and w n w n−1 , so we can argue similarly.
Let F i (0 ≤ i ≤ q) be a fuzzy downward (upward) path that contains a separated arc. Let e be the first arc of F i .
• We say that F i is type 1 if e is not separated;
• We say that F i is type 2 if e is separated and e is a backward (forward) arc of F i ;
• We say that F i is type 3 if e is separated and e is a forward (backward) arc of F i . Claim 3. Let 0 ≤ i ≤ q be an integer such that F i is downward (upward) and type 3. Then T contains a fuzzy N.
Proof. Since the first arc e of F i is a forward arc and e is separated, c i cannot have an outneighbours in S. (If S has an outneighbor v o at c i then, e would be in the same component of L (e) as c i v 0 , contradicting that e is separated.) Since F i is downward, F i must have an arc in L (e)−1 . Let b 1 v be the first arc of F i in L (e)−1 . Let t 1 be the outneighbor of c i in F i . Let b 2 be the in neighbor of c i in S(c i , t), and let t 2 be the first vertex of S(c i , t) in L (t 1 ) . It is easy to check that b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.3, so T contains a fuzzy N. The argument is analogous when F i is an upward path. Proof. Assume first that e is separated. If e is non-separated, then the path F i (c i , e ) must be a Z, since by definition, e must be in the same component of L (e ) as some arc of S. But since e is the first arc of F i , F i (c i , e ) contains e, so e is also in the same component as e , and therefore e is also non-separated. This is a contradiction. So all arcs of F i are separated.
Assume that e is non-separated. Let e be any arc of F i . If e ∈ L (e) , then since F i is fuzzy, by Claim 1, F i (e, e ) must be a Z, and therefore e is also non-separated. If e is not in L (e) , then the path F i (c i , e ) is not a Z, so e cannot be connected to an arc of S inside one arc level.
By Claims 2 and 3, we can assume that F i is type 1 or 2 for each 0 ≤ i ≤ q. We prove Claim 5 now.
Claim 5. F i is a downward (fuzzy) path for all 0 ≤ i ≤ q.
Proof. The proof of Claim 1 also showed that the last vertex of F 0 is in L 0 . Since by Claim 2, each F 0 is either a downward or an upward path, F 0 is a downward path.
We show now that the rest of the F i are also downward. Suppose for contradiction that there is an upward path among F 0 , . . . , F q , and let j be the smallest index such that F j is an upward path. Let β be the index such that
Proof. It is sufficient to show that F j does not contain a separated arc in L 0 . Suppose otherwise. If (c j ) ≥ 2, then F j cannot be an upward fuzzy path. If (c j ) = 0, then the first arc of F j is non-separated, so all arcs of F j in L 0 are non-separated by Claim 4. If (c j ) = 1 then the first arc of F j must be a backward arc, since otherwise F j could not be an upward path containing an arc in L 0 . If this first arc f is non-separated then we use Claim 4 as above. If f is separated, then F j is type 3, and that leads to a contradiction by Claim 3.
Subclaim 2.
There is an index j < j such that F j contains a separated arc g j in L β .
Proof. By Claim 4, if the upward fuzzy path F j does not contain a separated arc in L β and it contains a separated arc in L β+1 , then all arcs of F j must be in arc levels L α for some α ≥ β. Therefore when F j is chosen, by the definition of the sequence F 0 , . . . , F q , there must be an index j < j such that F j contains a separated arc in L β . where.
Since j < j, F j is a downward path.
Proof. This easily follows from the definition of F 0 , . . . , F q and Claim 4. Subclaim 4. Let f be the first arc of F j . Then there exists an i such that F j contains a separated arc in L i , where i > (f ) if f is separated, and i ≥ (f ) otherwise.
Proof. Assume first f is separated. Using Subclaim 3, for each α ≤ (f ), there is an index k such that F k contains a separated arc in L α . Therefore when F j is defined, it must contain a separated arc in an arc level L i , where i > (f ). If f is non-separated, then since F j is downward, F j contains a separated arc in L (f )−1 . Now we can proceed as in the previous case.
Subclaim 5. If both F j and F j are type 1, then T contains a fuzzy N.
Proof. Since the first arc of F j and F j are non-separated and both F j and F j contain a separated arc by assumption, both F j and F j must have height at least 2. Let b 1 be the first vertex of F j in L β , t 1 be a vertex of F j in the top level of F j . Let b 2 be a vertex of F j in level L β (which exists since F j is type 1), and t 2 be a vertex of F j in L (t 1 ) (which exists by Subclaim 4). Since both F j and F j are type 1 and S is a fuzzy path, any vertex of Proof. The proof is illustrated in Figure 2 . Let b 1 be the first vertex of F j in L β . Since F j is type 2, c j cannot have inneighbours in S. Let t 1 be the outneighbours of c j that is a vertex of S(c j , c j ). Since F j is type 2, c j does not have outneighbours in S. Let b 2 be the inneighbour of c j in S(c j , c j ). Let t 2 be a vertex of F j in L (t 1 ) . Using Subclaim 4, it is easy to check that b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.4, and therefore T contains a fuzzy N.
The cases when one of F j and F j is type 1 and the other is type 2 can be handled similarly to the previous two claims.
By Claim 5, F q is a downward path. By definition, F q contains a separated arc a q in L height(T )−1 . If the path F q (c q , a q ) has height at least 2, then it cannot be downward since F q is fuzzy. If F (c q , a q ) has height 1, then since a q is separated, all arcs of F (c q , a q ) must be separated, including the first arc e of F q (c q , a q ). Note that e must be a forward arc, since if it is a backward arc, then c q ∈ L n , and S must contain an inneighbour of c q , implying that e cannot be separated. It follows that F (c q , a q ) is type 3, and the contradiction follows from Claim 3. The lemma is proved.
Before we can proceed, we need a simple characterization of oriented trees of height 1 containing no Z 6 as an induced subgraph. Definition 3.6. An in-star ( out-star) is an oriented tree with vertex set {v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }, and arc set {v
where n ≥ 0. Note that if n = 0, then the star is just vertex v 0 . Vertex v 0 is called the root, and vertices v i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are called leaves.
Let S 0 be an in-star (out-star) with leaves v 1 , . . . , v n , and S 1 , . . . , S n be out-stars (in-stars) with root vertices r 1 , . . . , r n , respectively. Let S be the oriented tree obtained by • identifying the leaf vertex v j of S 0 with the root vertex r j of S j , for each 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Then S is called an in-spider (out-spider). S 0 is called the body, and S 1 , . . . , S n are called the legs of S.
Lemma 3.7. Let T be an oriented tree of height 1. Suppose that T does not contain Z 6 as an induced subgraph. Then T is either an in-spider or an out-spider.
Proof. Let L 0 and L 1 be the vertex of levels of T . Assume first that T contains an induced Z f =0 5 with vertex set V = {a, b, c, d, e} and arc set {ab, cb, cd, ed}. Then a, c, e ∈ L 0 and b, d ∈ L 1 . Assume that L 1 = {u 1 , . . . , u n }. If cu i is not an arc for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then since T is connected, there must be an induced oriented path from u i to a vertex of in V . For example, if there is a path from u i to e, then there is an arc ew in T , and thus {a, b, c, d, e, w} induces a Z 6 in T . It is easy to check that T contains an induced Z 6 in the remaining cases.
Let S 0 to be the out-star with root c and leaf set L 1 . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let S i be the in-star with root u i . Let the leaves of S i be the inneighbours of u i . Clearly, T is an out-spider with body S 0 and legs
, then an analogous argument shows that T is an in-spider.
Suppose now that T contains an induced Z
with vertex set {a, b, c, d} and arc set {ab, cb, cd} but not a Z 5 . Then a has out-degree 1 and d has in-degree 1, since otherwise T would contain a Z 5 . Any vertex w of T in L 1 can have only c as its inneighbour, and any vertex z in L 0 can have only b as its outneighbours. It follows that T is both an in-spider and an out-spider.
The remaining cases are also easy to analyze, e.g., when T contains a Z 3 but not Z 4 , then T is up-star or a down-star.
We are ready to prove one direction of Theorem 3.2 after the following definition, which will also be used later.
Definition 3.8. Let G be a leveled digraph and v be a vertex of G. The up-component of G at v is the subgraph of G induced by the set of vertices
Given a vertex level L of G, the set of up-components of G at level L is the set of digraphs which are up-components for some vertex v ∈ L. A down-component at v and set of down-components at level L are defined analogously.
Lemma 3.9. If an oriented tree T contains neither a Z 6 nor a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph, then T is constructible.
Proof. Let T be as stated in the lemma. We use Lemma 3.5 to find an integer α such that arc level L α of T contains exactly one component R. (If there is no such α, then T must be a single vertex, and we are done.) By Lemma 3.7, R is an out-spider or an in-spider. We assume that R is an in-spider. The case when R is an out-spider can be handled similarly. Assume that S 0 is the body of R having root v 0 , and leaves v 1 , . . . , v n . We define T 0 as the up-component of T at v 0 (so v 0 is in the bottom vertex level of T 0 ), and T 1 , . . . , T n as the components of T \ T 0 . We show that T is the up-join of T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n ; this will follow from these claims: It also follows that n = n . Furthermore, any vertex w
Once these are established, it follows that T is the up-join of T 1 , . . . , T n . Vertex v 0 is in the bottom vertex level of the tree T 0 . Each T i contains at most one vertex of degree at least one in L (v 0 )−1 , which is v i , and T is obtained by taking the disjoint union T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n and adding the arcs of v 1 v 0 , . . . , v n v 0 . We prove the two claims now. Suppose for contradiction that T 0 contains a vertex w of R such that w = v 0 . Then w is an outneighbours or v j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n (because R is an in-spider). Therefore the arcs v j w, v j v 0 , and the path from v 0 to w in T 0 forms a cycle in T , a contradiction. It follows that any vertex w = v 0 of T 0 in L (v 0 ) has indegree 0 in T , since otherwise L i would contain at least two components (contradicting our choice of i).
We prove the second claim. Since T is connected, there must be a path from v 0 to a vertex of T i . This can only happen if T i contains at least one of the vertices v 1 , . . . , v n . Conversely, suppose for contradiction that there are indices 1 ≤ i , i ≤ n such that v i and v i belong to the same T i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n . But then the arcs v i v 0 , v i v 0 together with the oriented path in T i from v i to v i would form a cycle, contradicting that T is an oriented tree.
Furthermore, assume for contradiction that there is a vertex w = v i of T i (for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n ) in L (v 0 )−1 that has out-degree at least one. Then the arc leaving w is an arc in L α that is not part of R, a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. One direction of the theorem follows from Lemma 3.9. The other direction either follows from the chain of implications outlined at the end of the introduction, or a direct proof is given in Appendix B, see Lemma 10.1.
A simple inductive algorithm for LHOM(T )
We note that if an oriented tree T contains a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph, then LHOM(T ) is NL-hard. This follows from the fact if T contains a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph, then T contains a circular N, as we will show in Theorem 5.1. If T contains a circular N then LHOM(T ) is NL-hard by [4] . 6 In the rest of this section, we inductively construct a logspace algorithm for LHOM(T ). We begin with a high-level description given as Algorithm 1 below. Suppose that T is the up-join of T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n , v 0 is the central vertex, and v 1 , . . . , v n are the join vertices. (The case when T is the down-join of some trees can be analyzed similarly.) We assume inductively that there is a logspace algorithm A i for LHOM(T i ) for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Algorithm 1 High-level algorithm when T is the up-join of T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n . Input: A digraph G. (G could have many components.) Output: YES if there is a list homomorphism from G to T , and NO otherwise.
Check whether G is leveled. If not, output NO.
3:
If the height of G is larger than the height of T , output NO.
4:
Find the height h of G , and find the vertex levels L 0 , L 1 , . . . , L h of G .
5:
if there is a list homomorphism h from G to T such that h maps level
end if
end for
if there is a list homomorphism from G to T i for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n then mark G as good 10: end if 11: end for 12: if all components G of G are marked good then output YES. 13: else output NO. 14: end if First we argue the correctness of Algorithm 1, and then show how to implement line 6. Lemma 4.1. Let T be the up-join of T i , and A i be the corresponding logspace algorithms for LHOM(T i ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n, as described above. Let G be a digraph. Then there is a list homomorphism from G to T if and only if Algorithm 1 on input G outputs YES.
Proof. Clearly, if Algorithm 1 outputs YES, then there is a list homomorphism from G to H. Suppose therefore that Algorithm 1 outputs NO. If Algorithm 1 outputs NO in line 2 or line 3, then clearly, there can be no homomorphism from G to T . Assume therefore that Algorithm 1 outputs NO in line 13. Then at least one of the components G of G is not marked as good. Assume for contradiction that there is a list homomorphism h from G to T . Then either there is a vertex level of G that is mapped to L T (v 0 )−1 , or not. There cannot be a vertex level of G that is mapped to L T (v 0 )−1 , since then in line 6 the algorithm would have marked G as good. Therefore h must map G to T in such a way that no vertex of G is mapped to a vertex in L T (v 0 )−1 . That means that h does not map any arc of G to any of the arcs v 1 v 0 , v 2 v 0 , . . . , v n v 0 . Since G is connected, 6 However, it is not hard to directly prove that if an oriented tree T contains a Z6 or a fuzzy fuzzy N as an induced subgraph, then LHOM(T ) is NL-hard. Note that we can primitive-positive define (pp-define) the relation R = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)} over a Z6 or a fuzzy N. For example, the pp-definition of R over Z6 can be done in the same way as it is done for an undirected path on 6 vertices in [5] . The pp-definition of R over a fuzzy N can be done very similarly to the definition of R using a circular N (see [4] ). If R can be pp-defined over H, then it is well known that there is a straightforward logspace reduction from the NL-complete directed graph unreachability problem to LHOM(H).
this implies that h must map G to T i for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n. But that also cannot happen because then G would be marked good in line 9, a contradiction.
To implement Algorithm 1 in logspace, we need the following lemmas about digraphs.
Assign each vertex w the integer net(Q w ). Let xy an arbitrary arc of G, then net(Q y ) = net(Q x xy), where Q x xy denotes the walk Q x and then making one more step from the last vertex x of Q x to vertex y. Therefore net(Q y ) = net(Q x ) + 1, i.e., if xy is an arc, then the integer assigned to y is one larger than the integer assigned to x. Let m be the minimum of net(Q w ) over w ∈ V (G). Note that m ≤ 0 since net(Q w ) = 0. Assign each vertex w to level L net(Qw)−m . It follows that G is leveled. • The vertex set of G is defined as
We use I k to denote v∈V (G) I k (v), and I G k to emphasize that I k is defined with respect to G. Clearly, there is a logspace algorithm that takes G and d as inputs and outputs G(G, d). The following lemma is a simple observation. . . a n in G such that a 0 = u and a n = v such that net(W ) = k, and for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, (a i ) ≥ (a 0 ) (i.e., a 0 is in the bottom level of W ). 
Proof. Assume that G is leveled and has height at most d. Suppose for contradiction that for some vertices I 0 (u) ∈ I G 0 and I d+1 (v) ∈ I G d+1 there is a walk I 0 (a 0 ) . . . I d+1 (a n ) in G(G, d + 1). Then the walk a 0 . . . a n has net length d + 1, so G cannot have height at most d.
Conversely, assume that G is not leveled or has height at least d + 1. In both cases (in the former case using Lemma 4.3), there is a walk W = a 0 . . . a n in G such that a 0 = u and a n = v such that net(W ) = d + 1, and for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, (a i ) ≥ (a 0 ) (i.e., a 0 is in the bottom level of W ). Therefore by Lemma 4.5, there is a walk from I 0 (u) to I d+1 (v) in G(G, d + 1) .
Lemma 4.7. Let G be a leveled digraph of height at most h (a constant), and v ∈ V (G). Then there is a logspace algorithm that outputs the up-component (down-component) of G at v.
Proof. We produce G = G(G, h). We output every vertex u such that there is an undirected path (using Reingold's algorithm [13] ) from I 0 (v) to I j (u) in G for some j. These vertices form U . Now we output every arc ab such that a, b ∈ U . The down-component at v can be produced in a similar way.
We are ready to specify the main subroutine (Algorithm 2) of Algorithm 1. We denote the disjoint union of the trees T 1 , . . . , T n with T . Inductively, we assume that there is a logspace algorithm A i for each of LHOM(T i ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We can easily combine the algorithms for LHOM(T i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to obtain a logspace algorithm A for LHOM(T ) (we use Reingold's logspace algorithm for undirected reachability [13] to output the components G of G, and then test whether there is a list homomorphism from each G to one of the T i -s.)
Algorithm 2 Check if there is a list homomorphism
and NO otherwise. 1: Let U all be the set of up-components of G at level L G α+1 . 2: Using A 0 , check for each U ∈ U if there is a list homomorphism h from U to T 0 such that for each v ∈ V (U ) ∩ L G α+1 that has at least one inneighbour when considered as a vertex of G, h(v) = v 0 (this can be enforced by setting the list of v to {v 0 }). Let U be the set of those U ∈ U all for which such a list homomorphism exists. The following lemma proves the correctness of Algorithm 2.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that T is the up-join of T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n , v 0 is the central vertex of T 0 , and v i is the join vertex of T i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let G be a leveled digraph, and 0 ≤ α ≤ height(G) − 1 be an integer. Then there is a list homomorphism h : Conversely, assume that there is a list homomorphism g from G to T . If there is a list homomorphism from an up-component U to T 0 , then we can assume that g maps U to T 0 . After these up-components are removed from G to obtain G , g| G is a list homomorphism from G to T . Therefore the algorithm accepts. Figure 3 : Illustration of the correctness proof of Algorithm 2.
It is routine to implement Algorithms 1 and 2 so that they use only logarithmic space. This is done using the basic trick that if A 1 and A 2 are logspace algorithms, and A 3 is the algorithm that first runs A 1 on the input, then feeds the output of A 1 to A 2 , and then outputs the output of A 2 , then A 3 can be assumed to be a logspace algorithm. The various reachability tests the algorithms use can be implemented using Reingold's logspace algorithm for undirected reachability [13] .
5 Circular N, Z 6 , and fuzzy N We prove that if H is a digraph, then H contains a fuzzy N or Z 6 as an induced subgraph if and only if H contains a circular N. Note that assuming that L = N L, there is a simpler proof using already proved results. 7 However, we wish to prove this without the assumption that L = N L, as stated in the following theorem. We begin with recalling some definitions from [4] . Let H be a digraph. We define two walks X = x 0 x 1 . . . x n and Y = y 0 y 1 . . . y n in H to be congruent if they follow the same pattern of forward and backward arcs, i.e., x i x i+1 is a forward arc if and only if y i y i+1 is a forward arc. Suppose X, Y and Z = z 0 z 1 . . . z n are congruent walks. We say that x i y i+1 is a faithful arc from X to Y if it is an arc of H in the same direction (forward or backward) as x i x i+1 . We say that X avoids Y in H if there is no faithful arc from X to Y in H. Observe that two walks of length zero also avoid each other.
We say that Z protects Y from X if the existence of faithful arcs x i z i+1 and z j y j+1 in H implies that j ≤ i. In other words, Z protects Y from X if and only if there exists a subscript s such that x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x s avoids z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z s and z s+1 , z s+1 , . . . , z n avoids y s+1 , y s+2 , . . . , y n . Definition 5.2. Let x, x , y, y be vertices of a digraph H. An extended N from x, x to y, y in H consists of congruent walks X (from x to x ), Y (from y to y ), and Z (from y to x ), such that X avoids Y and Z protects Y from X. A circular N is an extended N in which x = x and y = y . Lemma 5.3. If an oriented tree T contains a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as induced subgraphs, then T contains a circular N.
Proof. We first show how to define X,Y and Z when G is an induced a Z 6 with vertex set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and arcs {01, 21, 23, 43, 45}. Set X = 01010, Y = 45454, and Z = 43210. It is trivial to check that X avoids Y and Z protects Y from X.
Assume that the induced subgraph H is a fuzzy N that can be expressed as P 1 TP 2 DP 3 . Suppose that the first vertices of P 1 and P 3 are x 0 and y 0 , respectively, and the last vertices of P 1 and P 3 are x 0 and y 0 , respectively. Let h = height(P 1 ).
We define an oriented path Q as follows.
. Then Q is define as Q = Q Q . Let q denote the first and q * denote the last vertex of Q. Notice that because P 1 , P 2 and P 3 are minimal fuzzy paths and T and B are Z , there exist three homomorphisms h 1 , h 2 and h 3 as follows.
• h 1 maps Q to P 1 such that h 1 (q) = h 1 (q * ) = x 0 .
• h 3 maps Q to P 3 such that h 3 (q) = h 3 (q * ) = y 0 .
• Recall that Q = Q Q . Homomorphism h 2 maps Q to P 2 andQ toP 1 such that h 2 (q) = y 0 and h 2 (q * ) = x 0 .
Suppose that Q = q 0 q 1 . . . q n , and set X = h 1 (q 0 ) . . . h 1 (q n ), Y = h 3 (q 0 ) . . . h 3 (q n ), and Z = h 2 (q 0 ) . . . h 2 (q n ). Since X contains only vertices of P 1 and Y contains only vertices of P 3 , there is no arc a vertex of X and a vertex of Y , and therefore X avoids Y . It is also straightforward to verify that Z protects Y from X.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. One direction of the theorem follows from Lemma 5.3. The other direction either follows from the chain of implications outlined at the end of the introduction, or a direct proof is given in Appendix B, see Lemma 10.3.
An algebraic characterization
In this section, we prove that an oriented tree that does not contain a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph admits a chain of Hagemann-Mitschke polymorphisms of length 3 (Theorem 6.1). It is quite easy to see that this is not the case for general digraphs. For the sake of completeness, we give an explicit digraph that enjoys a Hagemann-Mitschke chain of conservative polymorphisms of length n but not length n − 1. This is the content of Theorem 6.4.
Hagemann-Mitschke chain
Theorem 6.1. Let T be an oriented tree. Then T has conservative polymorphisms f 1 , f 2 and f 3 that form a HM-chain if and only if T does not contain a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph.
The following lemma proves one direction of the theorem. (The basic idea of the proof of this lemma is inspired by the proof of Lemma 18 in [5] .) Lemma 6.2. Let T be an oriented tree. If T can be constructed using Definition 3.1, then T has conservative polymorphisms f 1 , f 2 and f 3 that form a HM-chain.
Proof. We show the existence of the claimed conservative polymorphisms using induction on the construction of T given in Definition 3.1. The defined operations will be trivially conservative, and we won't mentioned this explicitly. We will work with the up-join operation, and note that the proof works similarly for the down-join operation.
We begin with breaking down the construction in Definition 3.1 into two steps. Assume that T is the up-join of T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n with central vertex v 0 and join vertices v 1 , . . . , v n . Taking the up-join can be thought of as taking the disjoint union T = T 1 · · · T n of T 1 , . . . , T n , and then taking the disjoint union T T 0 and adding the arcs v i v 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. First we show that if each of T 1 , . . . , T n admits a HM-chain of polymorphisms of length 3, then so does
such that |{k, l, m}| > 1, then let g 1 (x, y, z) = x and g 3 (x, y, z) = z, and furthermore, g 2 (x, y, z) = z if k = l and g 2 (x, y, z) = x otherwise. It is easy to check that g 1 , g 2 , g 3 form a HM-chain, and that each g s is a conservative polymorphism of T .
Suppose now that f 1 , f 2 , f 3 and g 1 , g 2 , g 3 are the desired polymorphisms for T 0 and T = T 1 · · · T n , respectively, and that T is obtained by adding arcs
We argue first that it is sufficient to define polymorphisms for vertices x, y, z that are all in the same vertex level L T j , where 0 ≤ j ≤ m. For suppose that
m → T are operations that are edge-preserving, conservative, and satisfy all required identities. Then we can extend these to full operations with the same properties:
otherwise.
The claimed properties are easy to check. To see that the defined operations are arc-preserving, note that if xx ,yy and zz are arcs and x, y, z are in levels
, respectively, so the same case in the above definition applies for both (x, y, z) and (x , y , z ). Assume therefore that T is obtained by adding arcs v i v 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n to T 0 T . Using the induction hypothesis and the above argument for disjoint union, we can assume that T 0 admits the desired operations f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , and T admits the desired operations g 1 , g 2 , g 3 . First we define F 1 and F 3 for T as follows.
where u is leftmost of {y, z} ∩ V (T 0 ).
where u is leftmost of {x, y} ∩ V (T 0 ).
Notice that F 1 is well defined, since if the first three cases do not apply, then in the last case, (precisely) one of y and z is in V (T 0 ). We can argue similarly for F 3 .
Observe that F 1 (x, y, y) = x. In the first two cases, this follows from the induction hypothesis. Otherwise, the third line of the definition sets the value of F 1 (x, y, y) to x. (The last case cannot occur.) Similarly, we can check that F 3 (x, x, y) = y.
We verify that F 1 is arc-preserving, and note that F 3 can be analyzed similarly. Assume that xx , yy , and zz are arcs of T .
• If (x) < (v 0 ) − 1 or (x) > (v 0 ) − 1, then we observe that for each w ∈ {x, y, z}, it holds that w ∈ V (T 0 ) ⇔ w ∈ V (T 0 ). Also recall that V (T 0 ) and V (T ) partition V (T ). Therefore the same case of the above definition applies for both F 1 (x, y, z) and F 1 (x , y , z ). It follows from this and the induction hypothesis that F 1 (x, y, z)F 1 (x , y , z ) is an arc of T .
• Assume therefore that (x) = (v 0 )−1. If x , y , z ∈ V (T ), then again, x, x , y, y , z, z ∈ V (T ) and we are done. We note that if any of x , y , z is a vertex in V (T 0 ), that vertex must be v 0 , since v 0 is the only vertex of T 0 in L T (v 0 ) that has an inneighbour in T . We also note that if F 1 (x , y , z ) = v 0 , then since F 1 (x, y, z) ∈ {v 1 , . . . , v n } and v i v 0 are arcs for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we are done.
Assume therefore that x ∈ V (T ) and y , z ∈ V (T 0 ). Then we have by definition that F 1 (x , y , z ) = x . If we show that F 1 (x, y, z) = x, then since xx is an arc, we are done.
Recall that x, y, z ∈ {v 1 , . . . , v n }, so x, y, z ∈ V (T ), and thus F 1 (x, y, z) = g 1 (x, y, z). By the definition of g 1 above (recall that g 1 is over the disjoint union T = T 1 · · · T n ), if not all of x, y, z are in the same component of T , then g 1 (x, y, z) = x. Therefore F 1 (x, y, z) = x. So we can assume that x, y, z are all in the same component T i of T , for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then since the only arc from T i to v 0 is v i v 0 and y = z = v 0 , we have that y = z = v i . By the induction hypothesis g 1 (x, y, y) = x, so F 1 (x, y, z) = x.
If y ∈ V (T 0 ) and z ∈ V (T ), or if y ∈ V (T ) and z ∈ V (T 0 ), then line 4 of the definition sets F 1 (x , y , z ) = v 0 .
We define
where w is leftmost of {x, y, z} ∩ V (T 0 ).
Note that F 2 is well defined. In particular, in line 5, at least one of x, y, z must be in V (T 0 ), since otherwise line 4 applies. To complete the proof that F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 form a HM-chain, we show that F 1 (x, x, z) = F 2 (x, z, z) and F 2 (x, x, z) = F 3 (x, z, z). We focus on F 1 (x, x, z) = F 2 (x, z, z), and note that it can be shown similarly that F 2 (x, x, z) = F 3 (x, z, z). If line 1 of the definition of F 2 applies, then we are done by definition. Note that line 2 cannot not apply for F 2 (x, z, z). If line 3 applies, then
, where the second equality is by the induction hypothesis, and the last equality is by the definition of F 1 . Line 5 cannot apply for F 2 (x, z, z).
It remains to show that F 2 is arc preserving.
• Suppose that (
. Therefore the same case of the above definition applies for both F 2 (x, y, z) and F 2 (x , y , z ), and thus F 2 (x, y, z)F 2 (x , y , z ) is an arc of T .
• Suppose that (x) = (v 0 ) − 1. As before, we use the fact if F 2 (x , y , z ) = v 0 , we are done.
-If line 1 of the definition of F 2 applies for F 2 (x , y , z ), then consider first when x ∈ V (T ) and y , z ∈ V (T 0 ). Then
Consider therefore the case when x ∈ V (T 0 ) and y , z ∈ V (T ). Then F 2 (x , y , z ) = F 1 (v 0 , v 0 , z ) = v 0 by line 3 of the definition of F 1 .
-If line 2 of the definition of F 2 applies, then we can do a similar analysis as above.
-If line 4 applies for F 2 (x , y , z ). Then line 4 applies for F 2 (x, y, z), so we are done by the induction hypothesis for g 2 .
-If line 5 applies, then
Proof of Theorem 6.1. One direction is shown in Lemma 6.2. The other direction follows from the chain of implications outlined in the introduction, or we can use Lemma 10.4 in the Appendix B.
6.2 A digraph with an HM-chain of length n but not n-1 Definition 6.3. A ladder of height n is a digraph having the following arcs: a 0 a 1 , a 1 a 2 , . . . , a n−1 a n ,
. . , b n−1 b n , and b 0 a 1 , b 1 a 2 , . . . , b n−1 a n .
Theorem 6.4. Let H be a ladder of height n ≥ 1. Then H admits an HM-chain of conservative polymorphisms of length n + 1, but not of length n.
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6 below.
Lemma 6.5. Let H be a ladder of height n ≥ 1. Then H does not admit an HM-chain of conservative polymorphisms f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n of length n.
Proof. For ladder H we use the same notation as in Definition 6.3. Suppose for contradiction that f 1 , . . . , f n is an HM-chain of conservative polymorphisms of H. We show by induction that f i (a i , a i , b i ) = a i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and this will contradict the definition of an HM-chain of length n requiring that f n (a n , a n ,
, it follows that f 1 (a 1 , a 1 , b 1 ) = a 1 , so the base case holds. Assume the induction hypothesis holds for index i.
, and we are done.
Lemma 6.6. Let H be a ladder of height n ≥ 1. Then H admits an HM-chain of conservative polymorphisms f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n+1 of length n + 1.
Proof. For ladder H we use the same notation as in Definition 6.3. Notice that H is leveled. We argue now that it is sufficient to define polymorphisms for vertices x, y, z that are all in the same vertex level L j of T , where 0 ≤ j ≤ n. For suppose that
and for 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1,
The claimed properties of this extension are easy to check. So let x, y, z ∈ L j for some 0 ≤ j ≤ n. We define the operations f i (x, y, z) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 as shown below. (This definition is inspired by the definition of an HM-chain in Lemma 5.2 in [4] .) Recall that f i is conservative, so f i (x, x, x) is always required to be x. Also note that we won't discuss the cases in the proofs below which involve f i (x, x, x), since these cases are trivial to analyze.
We claim that these f j form an HM-chain. By lines 4 and 10 of the definition of f i , f 1 (x, y, y) = x. By lines 2 and 8,
It remains to show that each f i is arc preserving. In the first column of Table 1 , we specify some f i (x, y, z)f i (x , y , z ) where xx , yy , zz are arcs, x, y, z ⊆ {a j , b j } and x , y , z ⊆ {a j+1 , b j+1 }. We can assume that 
A faster recognition algorithm
An algorithm that recognizes digraphs containing no circular N is given in [4] . However, [4] only shows that the algorithm runs in polynomial time. In Appendix A, we show that a direct implementation of this algorithm when inputs are restricted to oriented trees is guaranteed to run in O(|V (T )| 8 ) time. The running time of the algorithm in this paper is O(|V (T )| 3 ). Proof. For each u, v ∈ V (T ), we find the unique oriented path from u to v in T using, for example, breadth first search. For each such path P (u, v), we test whether P (u, v) is a Z 6 , or if not, we run the test in the next paragraph. Clearly, checking whether P (u, v) is a Z 6 takes constant time. If Z 6 is found, we output YES.
Otherwise, we run the following test on P (u, v). Suppose that P (u, v) = a 0 . . . a n (where a 0 = u and a n = v). We traverse P (u, v) from a 0 to a n . We initialize a counter c to 0 at a 0 , and increase and decrease c every time we move from a i to a i+1 : if a i a i+1 is forward arc, we increase c by 1, and if it is a backward arc, we decrease c by 1. If c becomes negative at any step, then we abandon the computation on P (u, v) (and we move on to analyze P (u v ) for the next pair u v ∈ V (T )). As we traverse P (u, v), we keep track of the maximum value M of the counter c. Assume that we 
Then since we cycled through all pairs of vertices of u, v ∈ V (T ), if T contains an induced Z 6 with first vertex a and last vertex b, the algorithm detects this Z 6 when u = a and v = b. Similarly, if T contains an induced fuzzy N with first vertex a and last vertex b, then the algorithm finds b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.3 when u = a and v = b. We cycle through all pairs u, v ∈ V (T ). For each such pair, we run a BFS to find P (u, v), which takes time O(|V (T )|) (recall that T is an oriented tree). We traverse P (u, v) and keep track only of a constant amount of data during these traversals. Overall the running time is O(|V (T )| 3 ).
Appendix A
For the sake of completeness, we give two characterizations of oriented paths that contain no Z 6 or fuzzy N as an induced subgraph. Let this class of oriented paths be denoted by P. The first characterization is a special case of the inductive characterization of oriented trees. The other characterization gives an explicit "template" such that all oriented paths in P must obey this template. Roughly, this template specifies in what way certain fuzzy paths can be concatenated so that the resulting path is in P.
Oriented Paths
Definition 9.1. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let P i be either the empty digraph, or an oriented path that has a single vertex v i in its top vertex level having outdegree 0. The operation of taking the disjoint union of P 1 , P 2 and a single new vertex v 0 , and then adding arcs v 1 v 0 (if P 1 is non-empty) and v 2 v 0 (if P 2 is non-empty) to the resulting digraph is called taking the top up-join of P 1 and P 2 .
Similarly, for i ∈ {1, 2}, let P i be either the empty digraph, or an oriented path that has a single vertex v i in its bottom vertex level having indegree 0. The operation of taking the disjoint union of P 1 , P 2 and a single new vertex v 0 , and then adding arcs v 1 v 0 (if P 1 is non-empty) and v 2 v 0 (if P 2 is non-empty) to the resulting digraph is called taking the bottom up-join P 1 and P 2 .
We can similarly define the top down-join and bottom down-join of two oriented paths. If P is an oriented path with a single vertex, we say that P is constructible. Inductively, if P 1 and P 2 are constructible oriented paths (possibly empty), then their top up-join, bottom up-join, top down-join, bottom down-join (when allowed) are also constructible.
Proof. Assume that P = a 1 . . . a n . To simplify notation, we write P (i, j) instead of P (a i , a j ) (denoting the subpath of P starting at a i and ending at a j ) in this proof. We decompose P asŪ AV or r(Ū AV ) for some U = Q 1 A 1 Q 2 A 2 . . . Q m A m and V = Q 1 A 1 Q 2 A 2 . . . Q m A m , and A, where we are using the notation in Definition 9.3.
Let the levels of P be L 0 , . . . , L h , and assume that h ≥ 2, since otherwise P is clearly a Z k for some 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. Let P 1 be a minimal fuzzy subpath of P of maximum height. We observe first that there can be at most 2 such paths. If there are more, we choose three arbitrary such subpaths R 1 , R 2 , R 3 . Since height(R 1 ) = height(R 2 ) = height(R 3 ) = h, R 1 , R 2 , R 3 are edge-disjoint. So we can assume w.l.o.g that when we traverse P from first to last vertex, we first traverse the arcs of R 1 , then the arcs of R 2 , and finally the arcs of R 3 . Since we have three paths, we can find two among them such that they both have their first vertices in L 0 , or they both have their last vertices in L h . Assume w.l.o.g. that R 1 and R 2 are such paths. Set b 1 and t 1 be the first and last vertices of P 1 , and b 2 and t 2 be the first and last vertices of R 2 . Clearly, b 1 , t 1 , b 2 , t 2 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.3. This contradicts that P contains no fuzzy N as an induced subgraph.
Therefore we assume first that P contains only one minimal fuzzy subpath of maximum height h. Let this subpath be P 1 = P (i 1 , j 1 ), where i 1 < j 1 . We define V . We can assume w.l.o.g. that P 1 is an upward path, in which case we show that P has the formŪ AV . (If P 1 is a downward path, then we can work with r(P ) and proceed the same way: we show that r(P ) has the formŪ AV , and therefore P has the form r(Ū AV ).)
We set Q 1 = P 1 . We find i 2 (j 1 ≤ i 2 ) maximal such that P (j 1 , i 2 ) has height at most 1, and
. We set A 1 to be P (j 1 , i 2 ). Then we find j 2 (i 2 ≤ j 2 ) maximal such thatP (i 2 , j 2 ) is a minimal fuzzy path, and set Q 2 =P (i 2 j 2 ). Notice thatP (i 2 , j 2 ) can be chosen to be minimal, since otherwise either A 1 was chosen to be a Z 1 instead of Z
andP (i 2 , j 2 ) cannot be chosen to be minimal, then P contains a Z 6 , a contradiction. Then we find A 2 , similarly to the way we found A 1 . We keep on defining Q i and A i this way until the following condition applies. For some , Q = P (i , j ) (or Q =P (i , j )) is defined, and the rest of P , i.e., P (j , n) has height at most 1 ( ). Then we set A = P (j , n), and this completes the construction of V . We show below that height(Q i ) > height(Q i+1 ), which clearly that condition ( ) will eventually occur. Therefore the definition of V is valid. Notice that A is some Z on at most 4 vertices, since otherwise A together with the last arc of Q would form a Z 6 .
We already saw that the A i have the right form. To prove that V is a wave, it remains to show that height(Q i ) > height(Q i+1 ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. By the choice of Q 1 we have that height(Q 1 ) > height(Q 2 ). Assume inductively that height(Q i ) > height(Q i+1 ), and assume for contradiction that height(Q i+1 ) ≤ height(Q i+2 ). As before, it is easy to use Lemma 3.3 to show the presence of a fuzzy N in P , which gives a contradiction.
If the subpath a j 1 −2 a j 1 −1 a j 1 has height 1, then we choose A to be this subpath. Otherwise, A is just a j 1 . U is the subpath a t a t−1 . . . a 1 , where t = j 1 if A is a j 1 , and t = j 1 − 2 otherwise. As for V , we can show that U is a wave.
Assume now that P contains two minimal fuzzy subpaths R 1 and R 2 of maximum height h. Suppose w.l.o.g. that the arcs of R 1 appear before the arcs of R 2 in P . We also assume w.l.o.g. the R 1 is a downward path (if R 1 is upward path, we can work with r(P ) as above). Then R 2 must be an upward path such either R 1 R 2 is a subpath of P , or R 1 AR 2 is a subpath of P , where A is a Z f =0 3
. This A corresponds to the A inŪ AV the statement of the lemma. We define V to be the subpath of P starting with R 2 and ending at a n , andŪ to be the subpath of P starting ata 1 and ending with R 1 . The proof that U and V are waves is similar to the proof of the first case above.
Running time analysis
We give a running time analysis of the recognition algorithm in Theorem 6.8 of [4] when run an oriented tree. We call this algorithm the N-algorithm. Note that we did not attempt to optimize the implementation of this algorithm, and it is possible that the running time could be improved with some work.
The N-algorithm first produces a digraph G ++ with vertex set |V (H)| 3 . If H is a tree, then G ++ cannot have a cycle (see the definition of G ++ in [4] ), so it must be a forest. It follows that G ++ has at most O(|V (H)| 3 ) arcs. Then for each x, y ∈ V (H), the N-algorithm finds the set S (x,x,y) of all vertices reachable from (x, x, y) ignoring certain arcs of G ++ , and finds the set S (x,y,y) of all vertices reachable from (x, y, y) ignoring some other certain arcs of G ++ . Using BFS, each such search could take O(|V (H)| 3 ) time. The size of each S (x,x,y) and S (x,y,y) could be O(|V (H)| 3 ) . Then the N-algorithm checks if S (x,x,y) ∩ S (x,y,y) is non-empty, for each x, y ∈ V (H). This can be done in time
10 Appendix B: alternative proofs Lemma 10.1. If an oriented tree T is constructible, then T contains neither a Z 6 nor a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph.
Proof. Assume that T is the up-join of T 0 , . . . , T n , and T 0 , . . . , T n do not contain a Z 6 or fuzzy N as an induced subgraph. Clearly, T can contain a Z 6 only in L (v 0 )−1 . Note that by Definition 3.1, each T i contains at most one component in L (v 0 )−1 , which is an out-star since T i contains at most one vertex in L (v 0 )−1 with out-degree more than 0. It follows that level L (v 0 )−1 of T is an in-spider, and therefore it does not contain a Z 6 as an induced subgraph.
Suppose that T contains a fuzzy N denoted by N . Let P 1 ,P 2 , P 3 the subpaths of N as defined in Definition 2.2. Let t 1 be the last vertex of P 1 , and b 2 be the first vertex of P 2 . Let v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v n be the central and join vertices of T . Since T 0 , . . . , T n do not contain a fuzzy N, N must contain an arc of the form v i v 0 , where we assume without loss of generality that i = 1. It follows that N must contain vertices both in L (v 0 ) and L (v 1 ) .
We show that N cannot contain a vertex both in L (v 0 )+1 and L (v 1 )−1 , contradicting that N has height at least 2. Assume first that N contains a vertex in L (v 0 )+1 . By the definition of a fuzzy N, then each of P 1 ,P 2 and P 3 must contain a vertex in L (v 0 )+1 . Consider j such that t 1 is a vertex of T j . Suppose first that j = 0. Then both P 1 andP 2 have their first vertex in T j . Also, both P 1 andP 2 must contain a vertex in L (v 1 ) . Since v j is the only vertex of T j in L (v 1 ) with more than zero outneighbours in T j , both P 1 andP 2 must contain v j . But then T j must contain a cycle, contradicting that T j is a tree. If j = 0, then since v 0 is the only vertex of T 0 with inneighbours in L (v 1 ) , both P 1 andP 2 must contain a v 0 , and thus T 0 contains a cycle. This is impossible.
Assume therefore that N contains a vertex in L (v 1 )−1 . We find j such that b 2 is a vertex of T j . As above, it follows that bothP 2 and P 3 contain vertex v j , indicating that T j contains a cycle. This is a contradiction.
The analysis is analogous when T is obtained using a down-join operation.
The proof of the following lemma is easy, or it can be extracted from [4] .
Lemma 10.2. Let H be a digraph. Then if H contains a circular N with congruent walks X = x 0 x 1 . . . x n , where x 0 = x n = x, Y = y 0 y 1 . . . y n , where y 0 = y n = y, and Z = z 0 z 1 . . . z n , where z 0 = y and z n = x, then H has the following implication property. Let P = p 0 p 1 . . . p n be an oriented path congruent to X (and hence also to Y and Z) with lists L(p i ) = {x i , y i , z i }, for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Then there are list homomorphisms ϕ xx , ϕ yy , and ϕ yx , each from P to H such that
• ϕ yy (p 0 ) = ϕ yy (p n ) = y,
• ϕ yx (p 0 ) = y and ϕ yx (p n ) = x, and there is no list homomorphism ϕ xy from P to H such that ϕ xy maps p 0 to x and p n to y.
Lemma 10.3. If an oriented tree T contains a circular N, then it contains a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph.
Proof. We show that if T contains neither an induced Z 6 nor a fuzzy N, then T cannot have the implication property. This implies by Lemma 10.2 that T cannot have a circular N.
Since we are assuming that T has no induced Z 6 or fuzzy N, T is the up-join (or down-join) of some trees T 0 , . . . , T n . We suppose that the central vertex is v 0 , and the join vertices are v 1 , . . . , v n . We assume that T is the up-join and note that the analysis for down-join is similar. We inductively assume that we already showed that none of T 0 , . . . , T n contains a circular N (since they do not contain an induced Z 6 or fuzzy N). Therefore the fuzzy N in T must contain an arc v i v 0 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let X (with first vertex x), Y (with first vertex y) and Z be the congruent walks making up the circular N in T , and let P = p 0 . . . p n be a path congruent to X. Let ϕ xx , ϕ yy , and ϕ yx be the list homomorphisms associated with the implication property from Lemma 10.2. Informally, all arguments below will use the fact that v 0 is a "bottleneck vertex" in T .
Suppose first that x ∈ V (T jx ) and y ∈ V (T jy ). Assume that j x = j y . Let p α and p β be vertices of P such that
• α is minimum such that ϕ yx (p α ) = v 0 ,
• if p α p α+1 is a forward arc, -then let β be minimum such that α < β, ϕ yx (p β ) = v 0 , and p β p β+1 is a backward arc -otherwise set β = α.
It is not difficult to see that such α and β must exist. This is because P is a path, so the image of P in T must contain a path between y and x, and such a path must enter T 0 through v 0 and it must also leave T 0 through v 0 . Observe that it follows from the above definition that the image of P (p α , p β ) under ϕ yx is entirely in T 0 .
We modify ϕ xx as ϕ xx (u) = ϕ xx (u) if u is not a vertex of P (p α , p β ) ϕ yx (u) if u is a vertex of P (p α , p β )
We claim that ϕ xx is a list homomorphism from P to T . Clearly, we only need to check that arcs p α−1 p α and p β p β+1 are mapped to an arc of T . Since p α has indegree 1 (by minimality of α), and p α is mapped to a vertex in level L (v 0 ) , p α−1 must be mapped to v i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (Recall that v 1 , . . . , v n are the only vertices of T 1 , . . . , T n in level L (v 0 −1) with outdegree greater than zero.) So ϕ xx (p α−1 ) = v i and ϕ xx (p α ) = v 0 , and thus p α−1 p α is mapped to an arc of T . An analogous argument shows that p β p β+1 is also mapped to an arc. In addition, we can show in a similar way that we can construct ϕ yy that agrees with ϕ yy everywhere, except that it takes the value of ϕ yx on vertices of P (p α , p β ).
Now we can construct ϕ xy , the list homomorphism that maps p 0 to x and p n to y showing that T does not have the implication property. The function ϕ xy on P (p 0 , p α−1 ) is ϕ xx . On P (p α , p β ), ϕ xy is ϕ yx , and on P (p β+1 , p n ), ϕ xy is ϕ yy . Since ϕ xx (p α ) = ϕ yx (p α ) = v 0 , and ϕ yx (p β ) = ϕ yy (p n ) = v 0 , ϕ xy is a list homomorphism from P to T , giving a contradiction.
Assume therefore that j x = j y . Then if ϕ yx maps any vertex of P to v 0 , then we can use the same argument as above. If ϕ yx does not map any vertex of P to v 0 , then at least one of ϕ xx or ϕ yy must map a vertex of P to v 0 , since otherwise there would be a circular N entirely in T jx , contradicting the induction hypothesis. A similar argument can be used to construct a list homomorphism ϕ xy mapping p 0 to x and p n to y from ϕ xx and ϕ yy . The existence of ϕ xy gives a contradiction.
The remaining cases can be analyzed in a very similar way, and therefore we give only brief arguments. Assume that x, y ∈ T 0 . Let ϕ be any list homomorphism associated with the implication property. Then we have that ϕ(p 0 ), ϕ(p n ) ∈ {x, y}.
Let α and β be such that
• α is minimum such that ϕ(p α ) ∈ L (v 0 ) , and p α p α+1 is a backward arc. (Note that such an α must exist since otherwise there is a circular N entirely in T 0 .)
• β is maximum such that ϕ(p β ) ∈ L (v 0 ) , and p β−1 p β is a forward arc.
Note that ϕ (any of the list homomorphisms associated with the implication property) maps p α and p β to v 0 . Therefore let ϕ xy be the function that is ϕ xx on vertices of P (p 0 , p β ), and ϕ yy on vertices of P (β + 1, n). Since ϕ xx (p β ) = v 0 = ϕ yy (p β ), ϕ xy is a list homomorphism, and we have the desired contradiction. Assume next that x ∈ V (T 0 ) and y ∈ V (T q ) for some 1 ≤ q ≤ n. (The case when x ∈ V (T 0 ) and y ∈ V (T q ) can be analyzed similarly.) We define α and β as in the previous case. When ϕ (above) is ϕ xx , ϕ xx (p α ) = ϕ xx (p β ) = v 0 . Then let ϕ xy be the function that is ϕ xx on vertices of P (p 0 , p β ), and ϕ yy on vertices of P (p β+1 , p n ). As before, we can check that ϕ xy is a list homomorphism, and we have the desired contradiction.
Lemma 10.4. Let T be an oriented tree. If T contains a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph, then T does not have conservative polymorphisms f 1 , f 2 and f 3 that form a Hagemann-Mitschke chain.
Proof. If T contains a Z 6 or a fuzzy N as an induced subgraph, then T contains a circular N by Theorem 5.1. If T contains a circular N, then T does not have conservative polymorphisms that form a Hagemann-Mitschke chain of any length by [4] .
